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What is Private Fostering? 
•  When a child or young person under the age of 16 
years (or 18 if  the child is disabled) is looked after for 
28 days or more by someone who is not a close 
relative, parent or legal guardian. 
 
•  The term 'close relative' includes parents, aunts, 
uncles, adult siblings, grandparents or step-parents by 
marriage. 
 

• It is a private childcare arrangement made by the 
parent/s (or person with Parental Responsibility) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FC has day to day care, Parent (or other person with PR) continues to be accountable and involved in child’s welfare during the PF arrangements.  PR cannot be transferred just by a parent signing a document, purporting to make another adult a guardian, whether witnessed by a solicitor or not.



When must Childrens Social Care be involved? 

• NOT REQUIRED IF  the adult is genuinely a 
close relative, and  they have the consent of  
the parent (or someone with Parental 
Responsibility for the child)  
 

• REQUIRED IN OTHER CASES.  There is a 
legal requirement  to register with the council 
 
 



Examples of Private Fostering 
The parent/s may be 
 
•  In hospital or custody for more than 28 days 
 

•  Living or working elsewhere in UK or abroad 
 

•  Unable to care for the child because the 
relationship between them has broken down 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why might a parent be unable to care for their child?Oil rigsEsp teenagers – sofa surfers



•  They may be migrant children sent by their 
families to live with another family here 
 
• Some may be trafficked for domestic 
servitude, sexual exploitation or economic 
gain (benefit fraud, cheap labour).   

More Examples 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For benign reasons eg hope for better life and education, cant afford to feed them or famine, fleeing war. Eg iraq afghanistanAbducted or sold – repay debts,  etc or orphaned, or street children.  Likely to be hidden and not come to schoolCEOP 2010 -  20% of 300 children potential trafficked children – from West African countries    (Afghanistan, China Romania)



Consider Vulnerability 

• Arrangements may be made in haste eg 
illness, or death,or war, without due care 
being possible. 

 
• The bond between adult and child when it is 

not a biological relationship can be less 
strong, especially if the child has additional 
needs  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all PF carers will have the same commitment to a child who is not their ownSome adults don’t prioritise the needs of children in their care



Victoria Climbie 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To UK in 1999 from West Africa Ivory Coast  via France with her great aunt–  Family believed as many do, better educ and life in Europe but instead in her10 months in this country she suffered neglect, beatings and torture  which led to her death from hypothermia in 2000 at the age of 8 with  118 documented injuries. In this time she was known to 4 Ssds, 3 Hsing depts, adm 2 Hosp, 2 Police cp teams, 1 NSPCC unit:  but the involvement of these agencies never led to Victoria being in school or investigated as PF – would the outcome have been different if she had?  



Difference from LA Children 
• Private fostering does not refer to children who 

are placed by their local authority with 
independent fostering agencies. The confusion 
arises because these are sometimes referred 
to as "Private Fostering Agencies". 

• Looked after children may live with approved 
foster carers or may have been placed with 
friends and/or relatives as part of a multi-
agency child in need or child protection plan. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Private fostering is very different from arrangements made by the Local Authority for children who are 'looked after' 



Duties relating to Private Fostering.1 

For parents  
• must register with the LA, where possible 6 

weeks in advance or if an emergency then 
within 48 hours of placement 

• Advise of any change in circumstances 
• They continue to have parental responsibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For parents, carers and LA.If arrangements are made in emergency then parents must notify LA within 48 hoursContract – duration, finances, contact with family and how, explanation given to child, medi info, education, how decisions on care will be made etc. History, food prefs, hobbies, religious/ethnic/cultural eg hair prayer etc. FC has day to day care, Parent (PR) continues to be accountable and involved in child’s welfare during the PF arrangements.



Duties relating to Private Fostering.2 
For Carers 
• Tell the LA in advance 
 
• Update the LA of  changes in circumstances 

eg moving, another adult in household etc 
 
• Not a duty but a written agreement is best 

practice as is having good information and 
ideally good contact with the parents. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And keeping record of child’s progress and development for the parents



Duties relating to Private Fostering.3 
For the Council 
• They must visit and assess, visit regularly and review 

(as for Children in Need) 
• To ensure the welfare needs of the child are 

safeguarded and promoted 
• Check the carers and other adults in the 

accommodation are safe and suitable (DBSs etc) 
• Visit 6 weekly in the first year, then 3 monthly 
• Must see child alone to ascertain their views and 

wishes, and advise of their right to request visits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presumption is to ensure child is safe and well cared for, not to disrupt arrangements unless standards of care are not good enough.  Will check immigration status and advise on benefits etc   Training and support for f/parents and support for childThen 3 monthlyProvide carer parent and child with necessary help and support  checks crbs and ALSO  OTHERS IN HOUSEHOLDSome people are disqualified eg own child been subject of care order,convicted of certain offences, refused registration as a child  minder etcCan impose requirements  eg number gender and age, standards of equipment or accommoOr prohibit if person or premises are unsuitable



Is private fostering very common? 

• It is believed there may be at least 
10,000 – 20,000 privately fostered 
children in the UK but only around 2,500 
are registered. 

• In Ealing there are currently only 10 -11 
children registered. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many families whether the parents or foster parents are not aware of the need to register, esp perhaps for cultures where this is  more common. Somali clanship groups for exampleIYA  have made about ? referrals, some  of which turned out to be PF Children – somali, queries re documentation etc.  Only 10 in june 13, other LAs which have run campaigns have up to 80BAAF 2012 Private Fostering1,780 children were known to be living under private fostering arrangements at 31st March 2012 (an 8% increase from 2011)2,420 new private fostering arrangements began and 2,520 ended during the year ending 31st March 20122,840 new notifications were received during the year ending 31st March 2012



The role of schools 
• School administrators see the whole range of 

children passing through your offices. 
• When a new child is admitted, you view the 

proof of date of birth (provided in a variety of 
forms). Where the details appear discrepant 
or where a child appears not to be related (eg 
dob too close to another child in the family or 
different race), this should be looked into. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And HEAR a lot of information directly and indirectly. Or a new child suddenly appears.  To be admitted or accompanying a parentImmigration papers can be notoriously unreliable.  ‘Guardianship’ information – PR cant be simply given by a parent to a friend nor by going to see a solicitor to swear an affadavit.



What should you look out for and do? 
• Be aware of the possibility of Private Fostering 
• Scrutinise proofs of dob and identification to 

match names to pick up discrepancies 
• Refer to your designated CP Lead in school 

who will investigate and refer on as needed 
• If any PF child leaves or is absent without 

reasonable explanation, again refer to CP Lead 
• If any parent indicates such an arrangement is 

being made, again refer to CP Lead. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask questions, clarify, be nosey, VIGILANTIn all our communities there is a small number of criminals who exploit children for their own needs and gain.Many but not all PF fall below the radar of schools.  You might hear of these from other children or a new child arrives or comes with a parent to collect another child – find out who this child is etc



Guardianship 
• You may receive a copy of an affadavit (a 

legal document witnessed usually by a 
solicitor).  

• This may purport to transfer parental 
responsibility to a third party but this is not 
valid. Only a court can do so.  

• If the situation appears to be one of private 
fostering, then the case must still be referred 
to Childrens Social Care. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This may not make an arrangement illegal but neither does it automatically legalise it. 



Referral 
• To ECIRS Ealing Childrens Integrated 

Response Service 8825 8000 
 

• Cases of private fostering then pass to the 
Children’s Housing Support & 
Unaccompanied Minors Team 

 
• Your CP Lead should in most cases discuss 

the need to refer with the carer first 
 

 
 
 



Thank you 
 

• Leaflets are available 
 
• Penny MacDonagh 
   Team Manager In-Year Admissions and 

Children Missing Education 
   8825 9447 
   pmacdonagh@Ealing.gov.uk 
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Presentation Notes
One for parents/community noticeboad, one for office
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